Scenario:
The BBC News mobile website offers lots of news with different sections and types. Now we would like to have an app that provides direct access to certain pages according to our favorites, and reduce the number of clicks to a particular section.

Objective:
You need to build an app to encapsulate the BBC News mobile pages by using WebView. You are also asked to use navigation drawer and tabs as the main navigation throughout the app.

App specification:
1. Navigation drawer should contain the following two navigation targets:
   - Asia News
   - Food
2. When users tap on one of the navigation targets, the app should switch to a new fragment and use the WebView to load the corresponding links:
   - Asia news: http://m.bbc.co.uk/news/world/asia (Load on startup)
   - Food: http://www.bbc.co.uk/food/
3. For the Food fragment, it should use tabs (tabbed browsing) and allow users to swipe left or right to change the food sections. The food sections are:
   - Recipes: http://www.bbc.co.uk/food/recipes/
   - In season: http://www.bbc.co.uk/food/seasons
   - Occasions: http://www.bbc.co.uk/food/occasions

Tips:
1. Use Android Support Library to provide fragment support.
2. Remember to add <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET"/> in Manifest.xml
3. Refer to the documentation for implementing navigation drawer.
4. Refer to the documentation for implementing ViewPager.
5. You should extend FragmentPagerAdapter and override getItem(), getCount() and getPageTitle() methods. See the documentation here.
6. You should update the selected tab in action bar when swiping the fragment in ViewPager. See the documentation here.
Screenshots:

**Australia PM calls leadership ballot**

26 June 2013

Australian Prime Minister Julia Gillard calls a Labor party leadership ballot, after supporters of rival Kevin Rudd seek to force a vote.

**Violence in China’s Xinjiang ‘kills 27’**

**Seasonal recipes and ingredients**

June

Strawberries are summer’s stand-out sensation, but it’s just not tennis without the rest of the seasonal berries. Broad beans, tomatoes and fresh peas are also unmissable in June.

- Salt marsh lamb, samphire and broad beans, with balsamic meat juices
- Red mullet with linguine tossed in chilli and garlic
- Strawberry mascarpone tart

All recipes for June (96)